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Proxy Fights
 Karnalyte Resources v. Phinney 2020 ABQB 119

– Courts dismissed applications for orders re the 2018 AGM which sought declarations
that improperly solicited proxies.

– Even if there had been an illegal proxy solicitation it was unsuccessful in preventing
management slate from being elected
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Takeover Bids

 Mangrove Partners 2019 ONSEC 18

– The OSC declined to exercise jurisdiction in favour of ASC, the principal regulator
of TransAlta, whose shares were sought to be cease traded pending the
satisfaction of certain conditions including a shareholder vote, postponement of a
shareholder meeting, additional disclosure and the release from voting
commitments.
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Take-Over Bids

 Core Gold 2020 BCSECCOM 50  
– After having failed to obtain court approval on an arrangement, potential acquirer

made bid

– Core had fairness opinion from independent expert

– Panel found that the applicant failed to establish that its disclosure concerns
were material and not speculative and disclosure not deficient so cease trade
order refused
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Take-Over Bids

 Catalyst Capital Group Inc. 2020 ONSEC 6  
– Standing granted to bring application and the application was timely

– OSC did not cease trade privatization proposal of HBC but ordered remedial
disclosure

– OSC critical of certain decisions being made by lead director prior to formation of
special committee.

– Where special committee is voluntarily formed (as is usually the case), the same
disclosure standards apply as where mandatory

– Additional disclosure included limitations placed on appraisals and its affect on
valuation and the fairness opinion
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Take-Over Bids

 ESW Capital, LLC 2021 ONSEC 7  
– Denied application for exemptive relief brought by ESW, largest shareholder

which owned 28% of Optiva from the mandatory 50% tender requirement with a
122% premium prior to bid being commenced

– Maple Rock and EdgePoint collectively held 40% of Optiva and ESW alleged
their interests were not aligned with minority shareholders and proposed that
minimum tender should be 50% of shares not owned by those two shareholders
(who were pre-existing shareholders).

– Like in the Aurora decision where the OSC rejected an exemption from the
minimum bid period, the OSC emphasized the essential role of predictability of
the take-over bid regime.

– Absent exceptional circumstances or improper or abusive conduct, exemptive
relief will not be granted
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Take-Over Bids

 ESW Capital, LLC 2021 ONSEC 7  
– Sets out several factors to consider in applications for exemptive relief, including

a. The nature and circumstances of the bid

b. The control dynamics of the target

c. The impact of a grant or denial of exemptive relier on shareholders

d. The conduct of the control block holders and any special or differing interests os
stake in the outcome of the bid

e. The conduct of the target and its board

f. The conduct of the bidders; and

g. Any other information indicating the views of the target shareholders with
respect to the bid.
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Arrangements

 Torstar Corporation and Nordstar Capital LP Plan of Arrangement
2020 ONSC 4574 aff’d 2020 ONSC 4679

– Court approved an arrangement despite competing higher offer

– Company received legal and financial advice competing offer was not a “superior
proposal” under the arrangement agreement

– Hard lock-ups existed, which were private agreements and not subject to review
by the court.

– Fairness opinion (one of which was flat fee) consider cash plus contingent value
right

– Court rejected argument of inadequate disclosure and noted the delay of the
competing offer.

– Court refused to order stay pending appeal. Possible prejudice to the Company
in losing the deal.
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Arrangements

 Bravio Technologies Ltd. 2019 BCSC 2135

– A rare instance where a court refused to approve an arrangement

– Ongoing dispute as to ownership of shares

– Arrangement offered no means to preserve rights over disputed shares and was
not brought in good faith. It was otherwise fair and reasonable.
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Arrangements

 iAnthus Capital Holdings, Inc. 2020 BCSC 1383

– Companies do not need to involve shareholders at the interim order stage.

– Failure to bring potential opposition to the arrangement to the attention of the
court, not a disclosure breach

– Court ordered production of the documents underlying the fairness opinion and
the documents relating to a special committee investigation
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Arrangements

 iAnthus v. Walmer 2020 BCSC 1442 2020 BCSC 1448 
aff’d 2021 BCCA 48

– Satisfied that apart from a release and injunction, arrangement was fair and
reasonable.

– Allowed parties to amend plan and approved it on a subsequent application

– Appeal dismissed.

– There were no undisclosed material changes from Q1 FS

– Failure to deal with an alleged security interest of a different class did not bar
arrangement.
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Arrangements

 Transat AT Inc. v. Group Mach Acquisition Inc. 2019 QCTMF 44

– AMF issued a cease trade order over a mini-tender for 19.5% of the shares of Air
Transat, in an effort to defeat an arrangement under which Air Canada would
acquire Air Transat

– AMF found mini-tender was abusive because

• Insufficient time to respond to offer (11 days)

• Proxies could be obtained for more than the maximum of 19.5% which could
be taken up under the offer

• Offer was confusing esp in light of time frame

– Nevertheless decision signals in appropriate circumstances mini-tenders can be
used
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Arrangements

 Core Gold 2019 BCSC 1267

– Court refused to approve arrangement opposed by former CEO and a present
director.

– Vote narrowly met required threshold

– CEO had likely been terminated for refusing to support arrangement

– CEO presented extensive arguments relating to past conduct of acquirer, Titan
which was relevant in an all share deal

– Key factor was the failure to obtain an independent fairness opinion, rather than
one based on a success fee, particularly in the face of serious concerns raised
by an opposing expert
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Arrangements

 Carlock v. ExxonMobil 2020 YKCA 4 (leave to appeal to SCC denied)

– Court of Appeal overturned findings and found fair value was negotiated deal
price

– Where there is an open market for shares or other evidence of arm’s length
transaction, such evidence is reliable indicator of value

– Objective market evidence, absent market failure, is more reliable than
theoretical analysis that attempts to derive a value based on assumptions about
what a real market would disclose

– Court rejected process concerns because 1. auction process is not necessary 2.
lack of further bids indicative of fair value 3. purchaser’s bid was significant
premium and shares were widely held and liquid 4. noted deficiencies were
remedied in the second arrangement
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Arrangements

 De Marco v. Imperial Ginseng 2019 BCSC 1860

– Dissent proceedings

– Transaction value of $.50

– Set at $4.16

– Expert evidence $17.64
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Arrangements

Bamrah v. Waterton Precious Metals Bid Corp 2020 BCCA 122 (leave
to appeal to SCC denied)

– Negotiated price of C$.61 represented fair value

– Rejected expert evidence valuing at US$1.60-1.85

– Deal price is starting point, other market based factors to be considered:

• History of acquiring and target co

• Trading price of the shares in the market

• Evolution and formation of the plan

• Opinions regarding the value of experts
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Arrangements

 Sherritt International Corporation 2020 ONSC 5822

– Term lenders could be arranged under the CBCA. It was appropriate to put them
in the same class as noteholders as they were all unsecured. If they had been in
their own class the vote would have been 54% but noteholders were 98% and
their debt was being reduced. Shareholders were not being arranged.

– Arrangement was necessary as company was unable to service debt load.

– Fairness opinion was given no weight. Should not be referred to with “religious
reverence”. Flaws with the fairness opinion

• No evidence the investment bank had experience with liquidation

• Questions about independence

• The fairness opinion concluded that the arrangement was fair to the company,
(not the debtholders)

• There was undue reliance on the numbers provided by management
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Arrangements

 Canopy Rivers Inc. 2021 ONSC 355

– Simply referring to the presence of a fairness opinion if so little help. Reasoned
opinions are helpful. Those that are merely assertions that the authors took
certain steps followed by a bald assertion that the arrangement is fair or that
perform a numerical calculation based on numbers provided by management
without an independent assessment are not helpful.

– The presence of an independent committee may be useful but the mere
presence or the fact that it had many meetings does not help assess fairness.

– There must be some qualitative or quantitative analysis.

– Interestingly, these comments were made in relation to interim orders, not final
orders
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Arrangements

 Fibrek 2019 QCCS 4003

– Dissent proceedings

– Court determined fair value was $1.99

– Cash only option under the transaction was $1.00 per share

– Fibrek had offered $.87 which was equivalent of cash and share option with no
maximum redemption cash consideration
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Arrangements

 Fibrek 2019 QCCS 4003

– Dissent proceedings

– Court determined fair value was $1.99

– Cash only option under the transaction was $1.00 per share

– Fibrek had offered $.87 which was equivalent of cash and share option with no
maximum redemption cash consideration
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Securities Class Actions

 Wong v. Pretium 2021 ONSC 54

– First securities secondary market class action to be considered on its merits

– Claim dismissed as no misprep, alleged a failure to disclose an adverse opinion
about the mineral resource estimate

– Defendants were entitled to a reasonable investigation defence

– The court found that taking four months to investigate was reasonable
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Securities Class Actions

 Baldwin v. Imperial Metals 2020 ONSC 5616

– There must be a corrective disclosure following a misrepresentation

– Issued NR after mine tailings facility collapsed

– Share price dropped 40%

– The only way there could be corrective disclosure is if previously said failsafe.

– Denied Leave
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Securities Class Actions

 DALI v. Barrick Gold 2019 ONSC 4160 appeal allowed in part 2021 
ONCA 104

– Court granted leave for one alleged misrep

– Misrep related to completion of a project. There were internal reports and expert
evidence to show it was not complete on date statement was made.

– There was no “public correction” for all other alleged misreps

– On appeal, the court returned the issue of whether leave should be granted with
respect to categories of capex and scheduling misrepresentations and
accounting and financial misreps.
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Securities Class Actions

 Nseir v. Barrick Gold 2020 QCCS 1697

– Denied leave to commence a claim in the secondary market (effectively the
same as the Dali claim in Ontario) – under appeal
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Securities Class Actions

 Miller v. FSD Pharma 2020 ONSC 4054

– Leave granted for claim that the defendant, a new cannabis company, made a
statement regarding its construction project that misrepresented material facts.

– Extensive discussion of the meaning of “material”

– Alleged it was collectively what was represented and that there were multiple
corrections.

– The court found that the issuer knew the statements were false, conducted no
reasonable investigation and what minimal investigations it did make show the
project was not proceeding as scheduled.

– Action was subsequently settled
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Securities Class Actions

 Stevens v. Ithaca Energy 2019 ABQB 474

– Court granted leave concluding that Ithaca had misrepresented the status of a
project.

– While the first alleged misrepresentation was reasonable it potentially became
unreasonable as time progressed and the subsequent misrepresentations were
made.
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Majority Voting Policy
 Baylin Technologies v. Gelerman, 2021 ONCA 45 

– Under APA b/w Baylin and Spacebridge, Gelerman was to nominated for election to
Baylin’s board for 2018 and 2019. He was nominated in 2018. In 2019 he received
29% of the votes in favour and 71% withheld. Gelerman’s resignation was requested
under Baylin’s majority voting policy. He refused and commenced an oppression
action.

– CA held that to accomplish the TSX requirement, withheld votes should be considered
against.

– TSX provided examples of what it considered to be exceptional circumstances
(including that it would not be compliant with commercial agreements) to refuse to
accept a resignation but did not mandate that they be included in each policy and each
company could stipulate its own exceptional circumstances (which in Baylin’s policy
did not refer to commercial agreements).

– No oppression because the APA only required that Gelerman be nominated. Gelerman
was put on notice in advance that he did not have support of the largest shareholder
and took no steps in response.

– Baylin sought to invoke a contractual claim to set-off under the APA for consulting fees
and was entitled to set off against share certificates held in trust.
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MAE
 Fairstone Financial v. Duo Bank  2020 ONSC 7397

– No MAE had occurred, nor had ordinary course covenants been breached by actions
taken by vendors in response to COVID, awarded specific performance in favour of
vendor.

– MAE requires an unknown event, a threat to overall earnings potential and durational
significance (relying on US jurisprudence).

– The burden of proof initially falls on the party asserting an MAE has occurred however,
the burden can shift for carveouts. It must show that on a balance of probabilities that
the condition would reasonably be expected to have an MAE (not that it will). There must
be more than a possibility. Evidence must be tethered to realities and not possibilities and
the evidence can be quantitative or qualitative.

– Court chose the outside date as the date for assessment, although if the contract was
actually terminated, it can be an earlier date.

– The court concluded the event was unknown as the parties did not appreciate the
significance of COVID and that it posed a threat to earnings and could be durationally
significant.

– Carveouts – fairstone fell within the projections miss, emergency and industry change
carevouts of the MAE clause.
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MAE

 Fairstone Financial v. Duo Bank  2020 ONSC 7397
– Re “in all material respects” - Materiality requirement aimed at determining

whether the change would be viewed by a reasonable purchaser as having
altered the total mix of information to lead a reasonable purchaser not to acquire
the business or acquire on materially different terms.

– “Ordinary course” is to be considered from the buyer’s perspective. The purpose
of ordinary course covenants is to ensure the business at closing is essentially
the same as at signing. They aim to mitigate hazards of sellers acting in their
own self-interests to the detriment of the buyer. Factors to consider whether
outside the ordinary course:
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MAE
 Fairstone Financial v. Duo Bank  2020 ONSC 7397
1. Does the conduct render the nature of the business different at closing than it was at the time of

signing?
2. Does the conduct give rise to moral hazard concerns?
3. Was the conduct arm’s length in nature?
4. Is the conduct part of the usual, habitual flow of the business or was it unusual?
5. If the conduct was unusual, was it ordinary in light of the circumstances the business was facing?
6. Were those circumstances systemic or specific to the company?
7. How does the conduct compare to standards in the industry?
8. What was the intent behind or reason for the conduct?
9. Was the conduct pursued in good faith for the purpose of continuing the business?
10. Does the conduct defeat the legitimate interests of a creditor or other interested party?
11. Would the conduct surprise a reasonable businessperson?
12. What was the magnitude and duration of the conduct? Does it have a long-term impact?
13. Are there equities that should weigh in favour of the purchaser?
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Engagement Letters

 Scotia Capital Inc. v. Aphria 2021 ONSC 1469
– Engagement letter to defend a hostile takeover bid.

– Independence fee of $2.5M included $1M opinion fee for which work was performed and fee paid
(there was also a transaction fee if the bid proceeded which was estimated to be b/w 15-20M but
there was no dispute that fee was not payable).

– Independence fee arose if a bid was made and the board determined it was inadequate and does
not recommend shareholders tender or a party requisitions a special meeting to propose a
transaction to shareholders and no transaction is completed.

– A fee payable solely on the result is not unreasonable.

– The court found the fees payable. Aphria chose to try to remain independent rather than seek
alternatives. Many of its arguments were raised after the fact.
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Engagement Letter

 Cannacord v. Reservoir Minerals 2019 BCCA 278
‒ Fees were based on the total value of shares, not just those transferred in the 

takeover. 

‒ Valuation date was the date the shares were exchanged, not the date of the 
original offer

‒ Loan was not relevant to the fee calculation
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Teresa M. Tomchak

• Direct:   (604) 661-1711
• Fax::      (604) 661-9349
• Email:    ttomchak@farris.com
• Web:      www.farris.com
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